In What Shape Is Your Community College?

We all know we have something here—this new kind of college. The community college is the new energy of education. Inevitably, new forms will emerge. There will have to be community colleges of all sizes and shapes. The mystery is that these forms are so slow in coming. We wonder why. We suspect that familiarity with and sentimentality for old educational forms are delaying us.

Community colleges, educationally and architecturally, are too often blown-up high schools or watered-down universities. To develop logical new forms, we shall have to discover the uniqueness of the community college. When we do, we can then make America's greatest potential learning machine take a truly functional shape without the imposed limitations of borrowed form.

Many years ago my partners and I discussed the need for creative investigation. We knew some group had to probe for those fundamentals which distinguish the community college from the high school and the university in order to give it identity of its own.

This search for uniqueness became a reality during a seminar Caudill Rowlett Scott held in Houston. We invited people whose clear thoughts might penetrate those foggy areas which limit our vision of what a community college really should look like. These people were Ed Gleazer; Edward Simonsen, President of Bakersfield College, California; Jonathan King, who is on top of things in his position with the Educational Facilities Laboratories; and Charles Schorre, well-known artist and professor at Rice University. We also included some of the most experienced people and innovators of our own team.

Our probing will not go down in history as another Gemini flight. But we dug deep into the very essence of what a community college should be. Ten of us spent eleven hours at the task. Each assumed the role of a specific student with a particular background. This socio-drama allowed us to characterize many dif-
different kinds of people who will go
to community colleges, and to dis-
cover what they believe the colleges
should be like. We probed for ge-
neric quality.

Commuter College Concept

Let's face it: cars are here to
stay. We can't choose to ignore
them. And what would the com-
munity colleges do without them?
By concept the community college
is a commuters' college. So let's get
friendly with these four-wheel mon-
sters, and see what we can come up
with.

Why wouldn't it be feasible to
build an enormous pyramidal park-
ing garage—literally a mountain of
stacked niches for vehicles—then
cover this giant pile of parked aut-
pst with handsome architectural boxes
for classes, seminars, and individual
study? One could drive his car up
to the 22nd story and
park next to
his French classroom. And
what an
impressive campus this would
make
a space age cliff city for the
academicians!

Build one of these in Kansas and
it would be the highest
mountain in the state.
Consider drive-in lec-
ture halls. One is being planned
now. It will work. The same
district has a 4,000-member drive-in
church.

Try a bi-level campus—one level
for the cars and one level for the
people. Here one can drive under
his classroom and go up to learn.
Make the car, the college man's
best friend, also the friend of the col-
lege administrator, who now breaks
out in a sweat at the thought of try-
ing to park them.

The Voc-Tech Hub

It is about time the vocational-
technical students are recognized as
highly important members of our
college society. Instead of stigmatiz-
ing them by hiding their shops and
technical labs in far corners of the
campus, let's put their facilities in
the center of things. These students
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as much as the academicians, must
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program needs this kind of emphasis.
Let's not neglect nor debilitate the
voc-tech program. It's too impor-
tant. And let's not have any "dumb-
bell colleges" just for the trade
school people. Make our colleges
comprehensive; then provide voc-
tech hubs where people can see what
is going on.

Diversified Student Body

Look whom we serve! Certainly
not just the youngster fresh out of
high school. We have the most
diversified student body one can imagine: university-bound students, industry-
bound students, brilliant, young, but
academically slow starting students,
the adult technician who needs a
retread, the para-professional, the
university graduate who needs
still
more education, the oldster who has
a young mind, and so on.

Consider, too, the disadvantaged
inner city students from impoveris-
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ed families. Superimpose on this diversity the fact that some of the students will be on a work study schedule, and the picture becomes even more complex. The ten percent student who works most of the time is a hard one to cope with.

The most comprehensive of comprehensive high schools do not have this great spread. Our students are poles apart. Our problem—to unify a diversified student body—unquestionably will be difficult to solve, but when we find the answer we will find a distinguishable educational-architectural form that expresses the community college uniqueness.

An Endless Campus

The multi-campus idea is a good one. A number of districts have three or four colleges, and have plans for more. But is decentralization the only course open? Why not probe the concept of one enormous endless campus—one designed for an ever increasing enrollment?

Build the buildings on one line. Put at one end a great terminal—a collection point for all lines of transportation—rapid transit, trains, buses, helicopters, or cars. Let the other end keep moving, year by year. From the terminal the student gets on a shuttle, not unlike on the one from Times Square to Grand Central Station in New York, and he can arrive at almost any building in short order. The shuttle continues unloading its passengers until it comes to the temporary turn-around, and it's on its way back to the terminal, picking up and distributing the education customers.

Note we said "temporary turn-around." Here's the key: as the enrollment increases, the campus moves out and the point of the turn-around is simply extended. The architectural form is continuous. Let it give unity to diversity.

The Airport College

Isolation behind hallowed walls may be all right for some colleges, but not for the community college. It's a people's college. It must be accessible to people and people to it. We shall be building 50 colleges a year for the next ten years. Some of these new community colleges will have to be built in rather isolated, rural areas or in small cities distant from the large metropolitan areas. How can these new colleges be in the thick of things?

Here is a direction in which we might probe: Build an airport college. Put the runways in the middle of the campus. Let the commuters who live 100 or so miles from the college commute by air-bus or private plane. But even more important, have two or three college-owned planes available for classes of students to travel to the metropolitan area. These could be maintained by the aeronautical technology students. These flying classrooms could put colleges in the remotest areas in touch with industrial, cultural, and political learning centers of the nation.

The Surrounder College

Our search for uniqueness should begin with this thought: the community college is a surrounder college. A community college is not a "tweener"—between the high schools and the university, as the junior
high is between the elementary and the high school. Its realm of responsibility encompasses an even greater area than the university.

It surrounds just about everybody. It reaches down to the high school dropouts who find they have a delayed-action desire for education. It reaches up to the Ph.D. who needs more education—like a course in the History of Latin America—before he accepts a South American assignment. It reaches out to the retreads who must change vocation five or six times during their lifetimes. It touches everyone.

One prominent educator said, "A community college will do whatever needs to be done that is not being done or is being done badly by other institutions." Quite a challenge. And it takes a lot of imagination. The surrounding college kind of thinking opens the vise that restricts the imagination.

**Nocturnal Architecture**

Has anyone ever produced a college campus that was designed primarily for night use? We don't know of any. The architect is generally more concerned with having the sun and sky define his forms. Most campuses at night are a sorry lot. There is no excitement. They are dark and dangerous.

A campus specifically designed for night use would be something quite different. It might take on the effect of Times Square. There could be luminous walls to light pedestrian streets. There might be artificial suns and special, well-lighted street furniture. If we are going to have 7-to-11 colleges, and even 24-hour colleges, the architects must try to create a nocturnal architecture. Why not probe a night campus?

**The Community Accent**

We are not quite sure "community college" is the right name, but it is better than "junior college." The college we are concerned with is not a junior of anything. It's one of the most important areas of higher education and unique to the world. It has sprung from the grass roots. It is run primarily with local taxes by local authority. It is a social instrument for community improvement, in one sense.

Why not build a no-wall college—physically, sociologically, economically, culturally and politically? Make the college and community synonymous—a completely integrated oneness. Then education is for real. The town and gown fights will be bygones. There will be no ghettos. No "across the tracks."

Community life and education will mesh. Bond issues for colleges will not fail because the majority preferred more sewer lines. Education will be a necessity, not a frill—for education is for, by, and of the community. But even more important, we must believe that the community college is emerging from the urban chaos as a social institution, and that we are not just in the business of education.

Perhaps here is another uniqueness: social reform is our responsibility because our kind of college touches everyone. The community college has the accent on the first word. If "no man is an island," then most certainly "no community college is an island." Educational needs cannot be separated from social needs.

**Architectural Expression**

What can we do to keep the community college from looking like a high school? For that matter, what can we do to keep the community college from looking like the university? How can we develop an "I am what I am" kind of architectural expression?

Most certainly we need to probe to find an architectural expression that says, in no uncertain terms, that the community college is a community college designed for a specific community. And we want no superficial, meaningless style. The architecture must make sense. It must be lean, clean, and truthful with a strong generic quality.
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